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For the use of the following material:
The aim of PORTAL is to accelerate the take up of EU research results in the field of local and
regional transport through the development of new education and training courses and teaching
materials. The beneficiaries of the project are higher educational institutions.
Due to the size and (in some cases) the number of individual projects, it is not possible to
explain each single result in detail and include it into these written materials.
The following set of material should rather act as a PORTAL and facilitate the access of single
projects and detailed results by the lecturers.
Therefore the material in hand doesn't lay claim to completeness.
Since the expectations of the lecturers regarding these materials are quite diverse - the
expectations run the gamut from 'providing a survey of the result of the EU-research to a
specific topic' to 'providing special results of a single research-project in detail' -, the attempt
has been made to make a compromise and (more or less) come up to the expectations of all user
groups.
The following compendium contains results of EU research-projects and complementary results
of national research-projects. PORTAL thanks the partners and collaborators of the following
projects. A complete list of the projects, consortia, and cited literature is given at the end of the
material.
This material of project results for the topic “Transport and Land Use” was compiled by Evi
BLANA (SGI-TRADEMCO, Consulting - Research - Development S.A.) in 2001 and adapted
after a workshop with lecturers in 2002.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Definition of KT Transport and Land-use
The topic of  “Transport Planning and Land-use” although it sounds general, it is rather
complex since it covers various aspects related to it. The two main aspects according to ELTIS
are the general spatial and land-use patterns that have an impact on transport volumes and the
spatial/land-use requirements of transport infrastructure. The first aspect is related to the
growing sub-urbanisation and urban sprawl, which have led to increasing dependencies on the
private car and to substantially increased trip lengths. Widespread ownership and use of cars is
also related to this phenomenon. The second aspect requires us to distinguish between different
transport modes, which have varying land-use requirements. In urban areas, spatial needs of
transport infrastructure are usually considerably higher than in rural areas and rise up to around
10%-15% of total land-use.
This topic covers the issue of transport and land-use policies generally and in particular for
increasing urban sustainability; the reduction of travel demand in Europe; the socio-economic
and spatial impacts of transport infrastructure investments and transport system improvements;
procedures for recommending optimal sustainable planning of European city transport and
generally the interaction between transport planning, land-use and sustainability.
The contents on Transport and Land-use are based mainly on the material of EU projects related
to the subject, such as DANTE, EUNET, PROSPECTS, PROPOLIS TRANSLAND, and
TRANSPLUS.
DANTE: focuses on designs to avoid the need to travel in Europe in terms of mode, time and
destination switching as well as in terms of trip substitution and avoidance.
EUNET: development of a comprehensive method for modelling and assessing the socio-
economic and spatial impacts of transport infrastructure investments and transport system
improvements
PROPOLIS: research, development and testing of integrated land use and transport policies,
tools and comprehensive assessment methodologies in order to define sustainable long term
urban strategies and demonstration of their effects in European cities.
PROSPECTS: guidelines and procedures for generation of optimal land use and transport
strategies to meet the challenge of sustainability in European cities and their particular
circumstances
TRANSLAND: analyses innovative policies for integrated transport and land-use planning at
the urban level, and the related enabling institutional conditions.
TRANSPLUS: identification of best practice in organisation of land use and transport measures
in order to reduce car dependency in European cities and regions and promotion of economic,
social and environmental improvement.
However, results for the projects PROPOLIS, PROSPECTS, TRANSPLUS are not available yet
since they are still ongoing. Complementary research is also  coming from other European
projects related to land-use and transport planning, such as STEMM, STREAMS,
SPARTACUS and others. All projects, results and approaches mentioned in this chapter are
listed in Chapter 7 – Literature. Though these written materials can only provide information
upto a certain level, recommendations for further reading and detailed information are given in
Chapter 5.
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1.2 Relevance to EU Policies

The LUTR cluster
The Land-use and Transport Research cluster was funded by the European Commission under
the City of Tomorrow and Cultural Heritage key action, which is part of the Commission’s
Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development research programme (5th RTD Framework).

The main objective of the LUTR cluster is to develop strategic approaches and methodologies
in urban planning that promote more sustainable urban transport and development. The cluster
aims to ensure consistency and co-ordination between the projects, researchers and
stakeholders, to contribute more effectively to reducing barriers to sustainability, and to
improve exploitation and dissemination of results. There are four interrelated themes of research
within the City of Tomorrow and Cultural Heritage key action:

• Sustainable city planning and rational resource management

• Protection, conservation and enhancement of European cultural heritage

• Development and demonstration of technologies for building conservation

• Strategies for sustainable urban transport systems.

There are currently six research projects in the LUTR cluster: PROMT (New means to promote
pedestrian movement in cities), PROPOLIS (Planning and research of policies for land-use and
transport for increasing sustainability), PROSPECTS (Procedures for recommending optimal
sustainable planning of European city transport systems), SUTRA (Sustainable urban
transportation), TRANSPLUS (Transport Planning, land-use and sustainability) and ISHTAR
(Integrated Software for Health, Transport Efficiency and Artistic Heritage Recovery) and other
projects may join at a later stage.

The Common Transport Policy
The projects PROPOLIS and PROSPECTS are designed to help city authorities to meet the
challenges set in “The Common Transport Policy”, which advocated the achievement of
sustainable mobility. The Commission’s White Paper on “The Future Development of the
Common Transport Policy” was a first step towards defining goals and establishing the work
programme to achieve them. It suggested a global approach to ensure both the effective
functioning of Community’s transport systems and the protection of the environment: a
framework for sustainable mobility. The political debate on the White Paper confirmed its main
orientation  as well as the interest of the other Community institutions in the development of a
rolling programme to build consensus on the objectives and priorities of the CTP.
The purpose of this action programme is to give all institutions of the European Union as well
as interested parties a clear indication of the Commission’s policy intentions following the
broad debate on the White Paper and the implications of the  new Treaty provision on transport
matters. The CTP goals are to improve quality by developing integrated transport systems
based on advanced technologies that contribute to environmental safety and economic
objectives; to promote more efficient and user-friendly transport services while safeguarding
social standards and choice by improving the functioning of the single market; and to broaden
the external dimension by improving transport links with third countries and fostering the
access of EU operators to other transport markets.
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European Common Indicators
Two initiatives to monitor the quality of life in European cities and measure improvement
towards sustainability are particularly relevant to the PROSPECTS project. The two are the
initiative “Towards a Local Sustainability Profile – European Common Indicators”
(http://www.sustainable-cities.org/), which has likewise got the support of the European
Commission as well as the European Environmental Agency, and the Urban Audit initiative
launched by the European Commission in 1997 (http://www.inforegio.cec.eu.int/urban/audit).
The Urban Audit is an initiative managed by the DG Regional Policy and EUROSTAT, and its
purpose is to assess the quality of life in European cities. The Urban Audit indicators cover
socio-economic aspects, participation in civic life, education and training, environment, and
culture and recreation. There are 21 indicators, among them land-use and travel patterns.
Towards a Local Sustainability Profile – European Common Indicators is an element of a
Europe-wide sustainability monitoring initiative. A joint initiative from the European
Commission (DG Environment), the European Environment Agency and the Expert Group on
the Urban Environment has so far resulted in a set of first generation of common indicators,
developed by a Working Group of the Expert Group in close consultation with local authorities
across Europe. The initiative aims at encouraging European local communities to use common
indicators in order to measure their recorded progress towards sustainable local development.
The initiative is not a one-off project, but the start of a long-term process gradually to improve
monitoring of progress towards sustainability and to produce objective and comparable
information on local sustainability across Europe.
Several other relevant indicator initiatives are being developed by international organisations.
Amongst others are the European Environmental Agency (EEA, 1999a and EEA, 1999b),
OECD (OECD, 1999) and ECMT studies on transport and the environment (ECMT, 2000),
work on health indicators by WHO, CO2 and energy indicators by IEA, the UN Commission for
sustainable Development (UN-CSD, 1999) indicators for sustainable development, and the
Environmental Data/Nordic Indicator Group (Nordic Council of Ministers, 1997). See also IISD
(2000), DETR (1997) and Moldan and Billharz (1997).

1.3 Objectives and skills
Students involved in transport and land use should develop an understanding and skills about
the following:

• To develop an understanding of the interrelation of land-use and transportation needs.

• To realise the transport planning problems within urban and suburban areas.

• To be informed about latest trends, policies and practices in this field, forming a valuable
background for their future work.

• To develop and exercise their critical skills that will help them in the evaluation, assessment
and (later on) the design of transportation plans in urban and suburban regions.

The above objectives are based on the EU projects.
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1.4 Challenges
Urban and suburban development has considerably decreased transportation efficiency in the
European cities as a result of a  high concentration of inhabitants in confined areas along with
the high use of the private car and the lack of space for the development of infrastructure that
will support public transportation. Hence transport planning is challenged to provide solutions
in order to minimise traffic congestion and to make transportation in urban and suburban areas
more efficient, safer and environmentally friendlier, improving, thus, the living and working
conditions within the cities, as well as, enhancing economic growth.
In order to meet this challenge existing knowledge as well as new ideas and solutions have to be
integrated when designing new urban areas in order to develop an infrastructure that will
facilitate the transportation needs of the area (considering spatial arrangements, location of
residences, working areas, shopping centres etc. as well as consideration of transportation
infrastructure that will support the use of different transportation modes. On the other hand in
existing urban and suburban areas, where infrastructure is given, new transportation policies and
practices (i.e. better integration of transport modes) have to be developed in order to catch up
with the socio-economic changes that affect transport patterns.

A re-framing of transport planning is now emerging. The new logic consists of five main
approaches:
1. from transport engineers to transport planners;
2. from road schemes to integrated packages;
3. from gravity models to accessibility indices;
4. from developer contributions of highways to public transport improvements and
5. from structural to managerial technologies.
The ‘new realism’ which characterises transportation planning is part of a wider shift away from
‘predict and provide’ planning, and towards Demand Side Management (DSM) which is slowly
emerging across all infrastructure sectors.  The common thread linking these diverse services
are the attempts by network operators to work with users to reduce demand on the most stressed
parts of the network.

The ‘new realism’ as a solution centres on several key themes, including:

• a commitment to significantly improved public transport;

• the introduction of traffic calming and measures for pedestrians;

• advanced information technology based systems to get the most out of the existing
infrastructure;

• road pricing and

• a reduction in the building of new roads.
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However, by far the most important implication of the new realism is that the burden of
transportation policy is going to increasingly fall upon the management of demand rather than
the supply of new infrastructure.  This is a fundamental shift whose importance cannot be
understated. All these shifts are aimed at replacing the ‘old’ logic of expansion with the ‘new’
logic of management and integration (see Table 1).

Issue Signal

Physical Road capacity exhausted

Economic Restrictions on public expenditure

Environmental Reduce emissions and disruption of new roads

Social Resistance to new road schemes

Regulation Planning guidance and funding promoting an
integrated approach

Commercial Improve effectiveness and efficiency of networks

Technological Real-time pricing and management

Table 1: New Signals of Transport Network Stress (Guy and Marvin, 1996)

The concept of the role of transport ‘users’ is now being unpacked and re-evaluated. In the past
transport users were simply thought of in terms of units of aggregated demand, which somehow
had to be satisfied. The new logic is pushing providers and users of transport systems closer
together. In situations where road capacity is becoming exhausted, transport planners have to
enter into dialogue with the commercial organisations that are generating new demand in order
to identify demand management opportunities and to develop mix-mode solutions.
Public attention on transport strategies is now much greater with the media pushing
infrastructure issues further up their agenda as the language of transport planning and modelling
becomes gradually demystified. A central element of this new public discourse around transport
planning relates to the new environmental context, which governs all debate on transport
options. The very meaning of ‘environment’ has radically changed. Under the old logic all
externalities considered were site specific. Noise and local environmental amenity were the
chief concerns. Consequently environmental planning questions tended to relate to the
minimisation of noise and the maintenance of green spaces. The emergence of global
environmental concerns has revolutionised these planning objectives. Suddenly local transport
initiatives are taking place against the background of global environmental change with ‘the car’
targeted as a major culprit.
The new transport planning discourse then no longer revolves around the spreading of the
network as far and as fast as possible. There is now a clear priority to balance supply and
demand as far as possible. Consequently space has become a much more differentiated concept.
Rather than being homogenised as a backdrop to the spread of transport networks space is being
customised to cater for the actual needs of transport users and in light of the potential for
demand management and integrated network planning in particular areas.
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This tailoring of supply and demand is generating a transformation in the parameters of
knowledge and information about transport networks and their users. Under the new logic
knowledge and information becomes more tailored to particular areas at specific times and
strives to become dynamic in nature so as to more accurately follow transport patterns. This
revolution in the parameters of knowledge and information is further reshaping practices of
transport modelling. A new emphasis on micro modelling which is less ambitious in terms of its
forecasting power yet provides a finer grain of information, thereby enhancing knowledge about
the operation of local transport networks, is now apparent. Such models draw upon wider
sources of information than hitherto and are expressive of a broader consensus of thinking about
the nature of transport networks.
The technologies that support the old and new logic follow these trends. Technological
innovation is no longer aimed at accelerating the road-building programme. Instead new
telematic technologies are being implemented to assist the new knowledge culture and to help
implement demand management schemes. More accurate, dynamic traffic information systems
are being designed to help transport planners and users alike with passenger information
systems, car routing systems and road pricing all aimed at managing or re-shaping demand.
Transport policy-making is breaking out of its previous hermetic and narrow sectoral ghetto and
beginning to embrace the wider culture of planning and other communities with an interest in
transportation infrastructure. The new logic is sensitive to its own planning discourse and is
thereby more sympathetic to ‘other’ voices on transport issues.
The re-framing of transport and land-use problems as discussed above is presented in Table 2,
whereas the features of the old and new logic are presented in Table 3.
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Shifting Logic Transition Example Challenges New Practises

Professional Structures from transport engineers to
planners

Advertisement for a new senior
manager to facilitate shift of
engineers into planning
department

Rather than a separate department of
structural engineers developing road
schemes - planners need to work with
other actors to develop integrated
packages.

New types of expertise,
restructured departments

Transport Policy from road schemes to integrated
packages

Funding applications from local
authorities to DoT are now
redrawn to cover packages of
public and private provision.

Rather than focusing  on engineering
led road building initiatives there is now
a powerful tool for re-allocating
resources towards more demand
oriented approaches.

Developing more integrated and
balanced approaches to
transport policy.

Modelling from gravity models to
accessibility indices

Transport modellers now
attempting to develop models
that allow the planning of new
development and new transit
networks.

Transport modellers attempt to shape
trip generation by re-designing size of
new development. Transport packages
can be developed in areas of low
accessibility using public transport
rather than road building.

New forms of engagement with
users, new modelling practises
tailored packages and solutions.

Developer
Contributions

from developer funding of road
to public transport improvements

Developers are no longer
asked to fund road schemes
and improvements but instead
fund and support public
transport systems

Planning gain and developer
contributions were oriented at securing
funding to improve road capacity and/or
improvements need to support new trip
generation. Instead support now
secured for creating and improving
public transport links.

Negotiation, innovative
approaches, creating networks,
etc

Technology from supply technology to
transport management

Technology is no longer based
on large structural road
schemes - now much softer
systems and information to
manage transport

Investment in smaller traffic calming
schemes and information and road
pricing schemes to find ways of
managing demand

Smaller scale bespoke
schemes, shape users
behaviour

Table 2:  Re-Framing Transport Problems (Guy and Marvin, 1996)
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Old Logic Feature New Logic

expand networks manage and integrate

predict and provide forecasts predict and manage

hard - supply oriented technology soft - demand oriented

engineers isolated professional culture managers open

hermetic and sectoral policy making discourse and integration

reduce travel time time niche, certainty

homogenous space customised

site specific externality environment global emissions

dis-engaged users re-engaged

macro extrapolation modelling micro level responsive

standardised, static knowledge and information tailored dynamic

Table 3: Features of Competing Logics (Guy and Marvin, 1996)
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2. Land Use and Transport Interaction
That urban land-use and transport are closely inter-linked is a common wisdom among planners
and the public. The spatial separation of human activities creates the need for travel and goods
transport is the underlying principle of transport analysis and forecasting. Following this
principle, it is easily understood that the sub-urbanisation of cities is connected with increasing
spatial division of labour, and hence with ever increasing mobility.
However, the reverse impact from transport to land-use is less well known. There is some vague
understanding that the evolution from the dense urban fabric of medieval cities, where almost
all daily mobility was on foot, to the vast expansion of modern metropolitan areas with their
massive volumes of intra-regional traffic would not have been possible without the development
of first the railway and in particular the private automobile, which has made every corner of the
metropolitan area almost equally suitable as a place to live or work. However, exactly how the
development of the transport system influences the location decisions of landlords, investors,
firms and households is not clearly understood.

The recognition that trip and location decisions co-determine each other and that therefore
transport and land-use planning needed to be coordinated led to the notion of the 'land-use
transport feedback cycle'. The set of relationships implied by this term can be briefly
summarised as follows (see Figure 1):

- The distribution of land-uses, such as residential, industrial or commercial, over the urban
area determines the locations of human activities such as living, working, shopping,
education or leisure.

- The distribution of human activities in space requires spatial interactions or trips in the
transport system to overcome the distance between the locations of activities.

- The distribution of infrastructure in the transport system creates opportunities for spatial
interactions and can be measured as accessibility.

- The distribution of accessibility in space co-determines location decisions and so results
in changes of the land-use system.
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Figure 1: The 'land-use transport feedback cycle'
(source: TRANSLAD, Deliverable 4, Final Report for Publication).
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2.1 Theoretical approach
The major theoretical approaches to explain this two-way interaction of land-use and transport
in metropolitan areas include technical theories (urban mobility systems), economic theories
(cities as markets) and social theories (society and urban space). The results of these theories of
land-use transport interaction are summarised in Tables 4 and 5 in terms of expected impacts of
essential factors such as urban density, employment density, neighbourhood design, location,
city size, accessibility, travel cost and time.
Table 4 illustrates the impact of land-use policies on transport patterns from a theoretical point
of view. The impact of high residential density in reducing average trip length is likely to be
minimal in the absence of travel cost increases, whereas a high density of employment is
positively correlated with average trip length. Attractive neighbourhood facilities can be seen as
a 'pull' factor for reducing trip length. Since more peripheral locations usually have longer trips,
trip length can be expected to be negatively correlated with city size. With regard to trip
frequency little or no impact is to be expected from land-use policies. Residential and
employment density as well as large agglomeration size and good public transport accessibility
of a location tend to be positively correlated with the modal share of public transport, while
neighbourhood design and a mixture of workplaces and residences with shorter trips are likely
to have a positive impact on the share of cycling and walking.
Table 5 illustrates the impact of transport policies on land-use and the impact of transport
policies on transport patterns. The latter impacts are included because they tend to be much
stronger than those of land-use on transport or transport on land-use. The impact of transport on
land-use is mediated by a change in the accessibility of a location. Higher accessibility increases
the attractiveness of a location for all types of land-uses thus influencing the direction of new
urban development. If, however, accessibility in an entire city is increased, it will result in a
more dispersed settlement structure.
The impacts of transport policies on transport patterns are clearer and stronger compared to the
interplay of land-use and transport. While travel cost and travel time have a negative impact on
both trip length and trip frequency, accessibility has a positive impact on trip length and
frequency. Mode choice is dependent upon the relative attractiveness of a mode compared to all
other modes. The fastest and cheapest mode is likely to have the highest modal share.
In general, the theoretical considerations support the conclusion that the impact of 'pull'
measures, i.e. land-use measures, is much weaker than the impact of 'push' measures, i.e.
increases in travel time, travel cost etc.
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Direction Factor Impact on Expected impacts

Trip length

Higher residential density alone will not lead to
shorter trips. A mixture of workplaces and
residences can lead to shorter trips if travel
costs are increased.

Trip frequency Little impact expected. If trips are shorter, more
trips may be made.

Residential

density

Mode choice

Minimum residential densities are a prerequisite
for efficient public transport. More walking and
cycling trips will be made only if trips become
shorter (see above).

Trip length

Concentration of workplaces in few employment
centres tends to increase average trip lengths.
A balance of workplaces and residences in an
area would lead to shorter work trips only if
travel becomes more expensive.

Trip frequency Little impact expected. If trips are shorter, more
trips may be made.

Employment

density

Mode choice

Concentration of workplaces in few employment
centres may reduce car use if supported by
efficient public transport. More walking and
cycling trips will be made only if trips become
shorter (see above).

Trip length Attractive public spaces and a variety of shops
and services can induce more local trips.

Trip frequency If trips are shorter, more trips may be made.
Neighbourhood

design

Mode choice Street layout, pedestrian spaces and cycling
lanes could lead to more walking and cycling.

Trip length More peripheral locations tend to have longer
trips.

Trip frequency No impact expected.Location

Mode choice Locations close to public transport stations
should have more public transport trips.

Trip length Trip length should be negatively correlated with
city size.

Trip frequency No impact expected.

Land-use

↓

Transport

City size

Mode choice
Larger cities can support more efficient public
transport systems, so more trips should be
made by public transport in larger cities.

Table 4: Theoretically expected impacts of land-use (source: TRANSLAND, Deliverable 2a)
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Direction Factor Impact on Expected impacts

Residential
location

Locations with better accessibility to work-places,
shops, education and leisure facilities will be more
attractive for residential development, have higher
land prices and be developed faster. Improving
accessibility locally will change the direction of
new residential development, improving
accessibility in the whole urban area will result in
more dispersed residential development.

Industrial
location

Locations with better accessibility to motorways
and railway freight terminals will be more
attractive for industrial development and be
developed faster. Improving accessibility locally
will change the direction of new industrial
development.

Office
location

Locations with better accessibility to airports, high-
speed rail railway stations and motorways will be
more attractive for office development, have
higher land prices. Improving accessibility locally
will change the direction of new office
development.

Transport

↓

Land-use

Accessibility

Retail
location

Locations with better accessibility to customers
and competing retail firms will be more attractive
for retail development, have higher land prices
and be faster developed. Improving accessibility
locally will change the direction of new retail
development.

Trip length Locations with good accessibility to many
destinations will produce longer trips.

Trip
frequency

Locations with good accessibility to many
destinations will produce more trips.Accessibility

Mode
choice

Locations with good accessibility by car will
produce more car trips: locations with good
accessibility by public transport will produce more
public transport trips.

Trip length There is a strong inverse relationship between
travel cost and trip length.

Trip
frequency

There is a strong inverse relationship between
travel cost and trip frequency.Travel cost

Mode
choice

There is a strong relationship between travel cost
and choice of travel mode.

Trip length There is a strong inverse relationship between
travel time and trip length.

Trip
frequency

There is a strong inverse relationship between
travel cost and trip frequency.

Transport

↓

Transport

Travel time

Mode
choice

There is a strong relationship between travel cost
and choice of travel mode.

Table 5: Theoretically expected impacts of transport (source: TRANSLAND, Deliverable 2a)
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2.2 Empirical approach
Tables 6 and 7 are presenting in brief the impacts of land-use and transport as they were derived
from empirical studies that were reviewed in the TRANSLAND EU project.
Table 6 describes the impact of land-use policies on transport patterns. Residential density has
been shown to be inversely related to trip length. Centralisation of employment results in longer
trips, while trip lengths are shorter in areas with a balanced residents-to-workers ratio. American
studies confirm that attractive neighbourhood facilities also contribute to shorter average trip
lengths. The theoretical insight that distance of residential locations to employment centres is an
important determinant of average trip length has been confirmed empirically. The larger a city is
the shorter are mean travel distances with the exception of some of the largest metropolitan
areas. None of the studies reported a significant impact of any factor on trip frequency.
Residential and employment density as well as large agglomeration size and rapid access to
public-transport stops in a location were found to be positively correlated with the modal share
of public transport. 'Traditional' neighbourhoods showed a higher share of non-car modes.
Table 7 illustrates the impact of transport policies on land-use and the impact of transport
policies on transport patterns. The latter impacts are included because they tend to be much
stronger than those of land-use on transport or of transport on land-use.
Accessibility was reported to be of varying importance for different types of land-use. It is an
essential location factor for retail, office and residential uses. Locations with high accessibility
tend to be developed faster than other areas. The value of accessibility to manufacturing
industries varies considerably depending mainly on the goods produced. In general, ubiquitous
improvements in accessibility invoke a more dispersed spatial organisation of land-uses.
Regarding impacts of transport policies on transport patterns, causal relationships are relatively
undisputed and empirical studies largely agree on the impact mechanisms. While travel cost and
travel time tend to have a negative impact on trip length, high accessibility of a location
generates longer work and leisure trips. Studies on changes in trip frequency are only known for
travel time improvements, where timesaving was found to result in more trips being made.
Mode choice depends on the relative attractiveness of a mode compared to all other modes. The
fastest and cheapest mode is likely to have the highest modal share. However, offering public
transport free of charge will not induce a significant mode switch of car drivers, rather of
walkers and cyclists.
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Direction Factor Impact on Observed impacts

Trip length

Numerous studies support the hypothesis
that higher density combined with mixed
land-use leads to shorter trips. However,
the impact is much weaker if travel cost
differences is accounted for.

Trip frequency Little or no impact observed.

Residential

density

Mode choice
The hypothesis that residential density is
correlated with public transport use and
negatively with car use is widely confirmed.

Trip length

In several studies the hypothesis was
confirmed that a balance between workers
and jobs results in shorter work trips,
however this could not be confirmed in
other studies. Mono-functional employment
centres and dormitory suburbs, however,
have clearly longer trips.

Trip frequency No significant impact was found.

Employment

density

Mode choice Higher employment density is likely to
induce more public transport use.

Trip length

American studies confirmed that
'traditional' neighbourhoods have shorter
trips than car-oriented suburbs. Similar
results are found in Europe.

Trip frequency No effects are reported.Neighbourhood

design

Mode choice

'Traditional' neighbourhoods have
significant higher shares of public
transport, walking and cycling. However,
design factors lose in importance once
socio-economic characteristics of the
population are accounted for.

Trip length Distance to main employment centres is an
important determinant of distance travelled.

Trip frequency No effect observed.Location

Mode choice Distance to public transport stops strongly
influences public transport use.

Trip length
Mean travel distances are lowest in large
urban areas and highest in rural
settlements.

Trip frequency No effect observed.

Land-use

↓

Transport

City size

Mode choice Public transport use is highest in large
cities and smallest in rural settlements.

Table 6: Impacts of Land-use according to empirical studies (source: TRANSLAND, Deliverable 2a)
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Direction Factor Impact on Observed impacts

Residential location

More accessible locations are developed
faster. If accessibility in the whole region
grows, residential development will be
more dispersed.

Industrial location

There is little evidence of impacts of
accessibility on location of manufacturing,
but ample evidence of the importance of
accessibility for high-tech and service
firms.

Office location

Office development occurs predominantly
at highly accessible inner-city locations or
in office parks or 'edge cities' at the urban
periphery with good motorway access.

Transport

↓

Land-use

Accessibility

Retail location

Retail development occurs either at highly
accessible inner-city locations or on
peripheral sites with ample parking and
good road accessibility.

Trip length
Suburban dispersal accelerated by good
accessibility to the central city generates
longer work and shopping trips.

Trip frequency No systematic studies on the impact on trip
frequency are known.Accessibility

Mode choice
Accessibility differences generate modal
shifts via travel time and travel cost (see
below).

Trip length Price elasticity of trip length was found to
be in the range of -0.3.

Trip frequency No systematic studies of trip frequency as
a function of travel cost are known.

Travel cost

Mode choice

Travel cost differences influence modal
choice; making public transport free will not
induce many car drivers to switch to public
transport, mainly former walkers and
cyclists.

Trip length
Travel timesaving through transport system
improvements is partly spent on longer
trips.

Trip frequency Travel timesaving through transport system
improvements is partly spent on more trips.

Transport

↓

Transport

Travel time

Mode choice Travel time improvements on one mode
strongly influence modal choice.

Table 7: Impacts of transport in empirical studies (source: TRANSLAND, Deliverable 2a)
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2.3 Policies for better integration of land-use transport interaction
Land-use and transport policies are assigned to different policy types encompassing
infrastructure and services, planning, regulation, pricing and information and informal policies.
The presentation addresses policies, which are most frequently referred to in the literature and
are implemented in different case studies (Berechman, 1992; Pucher et al., 1993; Apel et al.,
1995; Banister and Lichfield, 1995; Pratt, 1996; Apel, 1997; Holz-Rau, 1997; Boarnet and
Sarmiento, 1998; European Commission, 1998a, b, c, d; Citymobil, 1998; Gertz, 1998; Gorham,
1998; Würdemann, 1998; Ponel, 1999).
Policy objectives indicate the primary intention lying behind a policy, while policy effects
indicate their likely outcome once they are implemented. Both policy objectives and effects are
related to the primary objective of land-use and transport planning which is to reduce the need
for travel and to make the remaining traffic sustainable. The description of the policies showed
that the objectives of land-use policies primarily relate to a reduction of the need for travel,
while transport policies mainly aim at making the remaining traffic sustainable. However,
transport policies affect land-use as well, especially in the long-run, for example by increasing
the costs of transport; and land-use policies can also affect transport, for example through
compact urban structures that lead to a higher efficiency in the use of public transport. Table 8
summarises the policies with respect to their objectives and their relation to the primary
objective of land-use and transport planning.
The discussion of the policies revealed that the policy-related potentials for a better co-
ordination of land-use and transport planning are closely linked with the effects of the policies
towards the primary objective to reduce the need for travel and to make the remaining traffic
sustainable. While the effects reveal certain similarities within land-use and within transport,
they are different in the comparison of the two policy areas, as illustrated in Table 9.
The different policy effects emphasise the importance of co-ordinating land-use and transport
planning as the two policy areas are complementary in their character and the policy types
reveal some overlapping in their effects. Land-use policies contribute to reducing travel
distances and land take, to changing location behaviour and to efficient use of the transport
infrastructure. Transport policies affect modal split and travel and location behaviour and
efficient use of the transport infrastructure. Therefore formal and material horizontal co-
ordination is a corner stone of successful land-use transport integration.
Many policies, especially those that are easy to implement and effective without delay and do
not presuppose complementary and additional policies can be implemented as stand-alone
policies. This mainly refers to investment, planning and information policies because of their
low restrictive character. However, especially in the case of planning policies, a higher
efficiency in the implementation process can be achieved if policies are combined with
regulatory and pricing policies.
The combination of policies can be differentiated by whether policies should be combined with
other policies of the same policy area or with those of different policy areas. In general,
combination implies sectoral, territorial and temporal integration, which includes that, besides
the integration of land-use and transport planning in policy packages, different policy types
should be co-ordinated in their time schedule and focus on a defined area to avoid side effects.
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Policy area Policy type Policy objectives Primary objective

Investment and
services

Dense, mixed-use structures

Co-ordination of urban development
with transport infrastructure

Planning Dense, mixed-use structures

Co-ordination of urban development
with transport infrastructure

Regulation Dense, mixed-use structures

Accessibility by public transport

Pricing Restricting pricing: Dense, mixed-use
structure

Subsidies: Co-ordination of urban
development with transport
infrastructure

Land-use

Information Dense, mixed-use structures

Co-ordination of urban development
with transport infrastructure

Reduce the need for
travel

Investment and
services

Co-ordination of transport modes

Extension and densification of (public)
transport network

Planning Co-ordination of transport modes

Extension and densification of (public)
transport network

Co-ordination of transport network with
urban development

Regulation Restriction in car use

Restriction in parking

Pricing Subsidies: Co-ordination of transport
modes; Extension and dense (public)
transport network; Co-ordination of
transport network with urban
development

Restrictive Pricing: Restriction in car
use; Restriction in parking

Transport

Information Restriction in car use

Make the remaining
traffic sustainable

Table 8: Overview of policy objectives (source: TRANSLAND, Deliverable 2b)
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Policy area Policy type Policy effects Primary objective

Investment and
services

Reduction of travel distances

Reduction of land-consumption

Reduce the need for
travel

Planning Reduction of travel distances

Reduction of land-consumption

Efficient use of infrastructure

Regulation Reduction of land-consumption

Pricing Reduction of land-consumption

Change in settlement behaviour

Land-use

Information Reduction of land-consumption

Change in settlement behaviour

Investment and
services

Change in modal split

Efficient use of infrastructure

Make the remaining
traffic sustainable

Planning Change in modal split

Efficient use of infrastructure

Regulation Change in modal split

Change in travel behaviour

Change in settlement behaviour

Pricing Change in modal split

Change in travel behaviour

Change in settlement behaviour

Transport

Information Change in modal split

Change in travel behaviour

Efficient use of infrastructure

Table 9: Overview of policy effects (source: TRANSLAND, Deliverable 2b)

Table 9 gives an overview of the combination of policy types and the two policy areas land-use
and transport.
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2.4 Instruments of Transport Policy
Transport planners have available to them, at least in theory, a wide range of instruments of
transport policy. These are the means by which the policy objectives can be achieved, and the
problems identified overcome. Land-use measures are important for consideration in all
transport studies, and will be most effective as part of solutions with long-term timescales. The
effectiveness of all of these instruments at an inter-urban level can be improved by wide scale
application and a strict enforcement policy. Infrastructure measures are usually high-cost
measures and this often makes them less acceptable solutions. Management measures using
conventional, ITS and accident remedial instruments should always be considered. Public
transport priorities, service levels, and HOV lanes are all relevant where they can improve
provision for inter-urban public transport.

Figure 2: . Combination of policies, policy types and policy areas
(Source: TRANSLAND, Deliverable 2b)
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Information provision measures are likely to be relevant to the inter-urban context, particularly
signing, variable message signing, real-time information and fleet management systems.
However, information on the effectiveness of these measures is particularly limited at present.
Parking and timetable information are more appropriate to urban areas, as are, at present,
awareness campaigns. Pricing measures include road tolling which may seem to be the most
relevant to an inter-urban context. Fare levels and structures provide a means of encouraging the
use of inter-urban public transport.

2.5 Models of Land-Use Transport Interaction
Predicting the impacts of integrated land-use transport policies is a difficult task due to the
multitude of concurrent changes of pertinent system variables. In general, there are three groups
of methods to predict those impacts. The first one is to ask people about their anticipated
reaction to changes such as increased transport costs or land-use restrictions ('stated
preference'). The second possibility is to draw conclusions from empirically observed
behaviour of people ('revealed preference'). The third group of methods comprises
mathematical models to simulate human decision making and its consequences.
All three methods have their advantages and disadvantages. Surveys can reveal also subjective
factors of location and mobility decisions, however, their respondents can only make
conjectures about how they would behave in still unknown situations, and the validity of such
conjectures is uncertain. Empirical studies based on observations (as the ones reviewed in the
previous section) produce detailed and reliable results; these, however, are valid only for
existing situations and are therefore not suited for the assessment of the impacts of novel yet
untested policies. In addition it is usually not possible to associate the observed changes of
behaviour unequivocally with specific causes, because in reality several determining factors
change at the same time.
Mathematical models of human behaviour are also based on empirical surveys or observations.
The difference is that the conclusions to be drawn from the survey and observation data are
quantified. Strictly speaking, the results of mathematical models are therefore no more
universally valid than those of empirical studies but are only valid for situations, which are
similar to those for which their parameters were estimated. Nevertheless it is possible to transfer
human behaviour represented in mathematical models within certain limits to still unknown
situations. In addition, mathematical models are the only method by which the effects of
individual determining factors can be analysed by keeping all other determining factors fixed.
While all of the three possibilities have shortcomings, mathematical models are the only method
to forecast still unknown situations and to determine the effect of a single factor while keeping
all other factors fixed. Urban land-use transport models incorporate the most essential processes
of spatial development including all types of land-uses. Transport may be modelled either
endogenously or by an exogenous transport model. Urban systems represented in land-use
transport models can be divided into nine subsystems according to the speed by which they
change. The urban fabric consisting of infrastructure networks and land-use patterns is subject
to very slow change over time. Workplaces and housing change relatively slow while the
employment and residential population adjusts their spatial behaviour fairly quickly to changing
circumstances. Goods transport or travel destinations are the most flexible phenomena of urban
spatial development. They can be modified almost instantly according to changes in congestion
or fluctuations in demand. A ninth subsystem, the urban environment, is more complex
regarding its temporal behaviour (for more details see the Deliverable 2a of the TRANSLAND
project).
A number of integrated land-use transport systems are in use today. There are significant
variations among the models as concerns overall structure, comprehensiveness, theoretical
foundations, modelling techniques, dynamics, data requirements and model calibration. Despite
the achievements in developing these models further, there remain some challenges to be met.
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The transport sub-models used in current land-use transport models do not apply state-of-the-art
activity based modelling techniques, but the traditional four-step travel demand model sequence
which is inadequate for modelling behavioural responses to many currently applied travel
demand management policies. The most promising technique for activity-based transport
modelling is micro-simulation, which makes it possible to reproduce the complex spatial
behaviour of individuals on a one-to-one basis.
In addition, the spatial resolution of present models is still too coarse to model neighbourhood
scale policies and effects. In the future, the integration of environmental sub-models for air
quality, traffic noise, land-take and habitats are likely to play a prominent role. Issues of spatial
equity and socio-economic distributions are expected to gain similar importance in model
building.

2.6 Urban Sustainability Indicators
Sustainable development is usually viewed as consisting of three dimensions (results from the
project PROPOLIS):

• Environmental:
air pollution, consumption of natural resources, environmental quality;

• Social:
health, equity, opportunities;

• Economic:
total net benefit from transport, total net benefit from land-use, regional economy and
competitiveness

Indicators are used to measure the above three dimensions of urban sustainability. There is a
huge amount of literature concerning urban sustainability indicators and the problems that one is
likely to face when using them. They can also be used for policy testing. Therefore, the project
has to be able to forecast the indicator values into the future. This is an essential difference
compared with monitoring indicators. The indicators should be policy sensitive.
An indicative list of indicators to be produced is presented in Table 10 below. The indicator
values of each policy option are compared with other policy options, the corresponding values
of present conditions, with the target or benchmarking values and with the base scenario (do-
nothing or do-minimum) values.
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Component Theme Indicator

Air pollution greenhouse gases from transport and land-use
acidifying gases from transport and land-use
Organic compounds from transport

Consumption of natural
resources

consumption of mineral oil products, land-use and
transport land coverage consumption of
construction materials

Environmental

Environmental quality indicator addressing microclimate potential for
biodiversity quality of open space

Health exposure to particulate matter from transport in
the living environment; exposure to nitrogen
dioxide from transport in the living environment;
exposure to traffic noise
traffic deaths traffic injuries

Equity justice of distribution of economic benefits;
justice to exposure to particulates; justice of
exposure to nitrogen dioxides; justice of exposure
to noise segregation

Social

Opportunities total time spent in traffic level of service of PT and
slow modes; vitality of city centre;
vitality of surrounding region; accessibility to city
centre; accessibility to services; accessibility to
open space employment effects

Total net benefit
from transport

transport user benefits;  transport operator
benefits; resource costs;  external costs;
investment costs

Total net benefit
from land-use

user benefits; operator benefits; resource costs;
external costs; investment costs

Economic indicators

Regional economy
and competitiveness

Table 10: Indicative list of indicators (results from PROPOLIS, http//www.
ltcon.fi/propolis/workplan.htm)

2.7 Conclusions

Land-use and transport policies
• Land-use and transport policies are only successful with respect to criteria essential for

sustainable urban transport (reduction of travel distances and travel time and reduction of
share of car travel) if they make car travel less attractive (i.e. more expensive or slower).

• Land-use policies to increase urban density or mixed land-use without accompanying
measures to make car travel more expensive or slower have only little effect as people will
continue to make long trips to maximise opportunities within their travel cost and travel
time budgets. However, these policies are important in the long run as they provide the
preconditions for a less car-dependent urban way of life in the future.
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• Transport policies making car travel less attractive (more expensive or slower) are very
effective in achieving the goals of reduction of travel distance and share of car travel.
However, they depend on a spatial organisation that is not too dispersed. In addition, highly
diversified labour markets and different work places of workers in multiple-worker
households set limits to an optimum co-ordination of work places and residences.

• Large spatially not integrated retail and leisure facilities increase the distance travelled by
car and the share of car travel. Land-use policies to prevent the development of such
facilities ('push') are more effective than land-use policies aimed at promoting high-density,
mixed-use development ('pool').

• Fears that land-use and transport policies designed to constrain the use of cars in city centres
are detrimental to the economic viability of city centres have in no case been confirmed by
reality (except in cases where at the same time massive retail developments at peripheral
greenfield locations have been approved).

Overall, transport policies are more direct and efficient than land-use planning controls, in
moving towards a sustainable urban transport system. However, land-use policies are essential
as an accompanying strategy for creating less car-dependent cities in the long run. Information
policies are an additional tool, important for influencing behaviour and increasing social
acceptance of other tougher measures.

Land-use and transport models
The transport submodels used in existing land use transport models do not apply state-of-the-art
activity-based modelling techniques. All of them apply the traditional four-step travel demand
model sequence, which is not suitable to model behavioural responses to many travel demand
management policies presently discussed. Moreover, the spatial resolution of existing land-use
transport models is too coarse to model activity-based travel behaviour or neighbourhood-scale
travel demand management policies. Their insufficient spatial resolution is also one of the
reasons why only very few land-use transport models are linked to advanced environmental
submodels of air quality, traffic noise, land take and biotopes (Wegener, 1998b). Environmental
issues are certain to play a more prominent role in the future when the manifest unsustainability
of present urban lifestyles and mobility patterns will increasingly come under scrutiny (Greene
and Wegener, 1997). However, most present efforts to link environmental submodels to
transport or land-use transport models are content with modelling emissions where actually
emissions, i.e. local impacts of emissions occurring elsewhere should be forecast. This leads to
issues of spatial equity.
Most land-use transport models are utilitarian in that they favour solutions yielding the greatest
aggregate social benefit. However, urban societies are increasingly becoming socially and
spatially fragmented and polarised, which means that distributional issues, both in social and
spatial terms, are becoming more prominent. Distributional issues are particularly relevant in
environmental conflicts where polluters and those affected by pollution tend to come from
different social groups or neighbourhoods of a city. However, most present land-use transport
models are insensitive to issues of social exclusion and spatial equity.
The future of land-use transport modelling will largely depend on whether emerging new
models will live up to these challenges. From a technical point of view, the prospects are
excellent. More powerful computers will remove former barriers to increasing the spatial,
temporal and substantive resolution of models. The wealth of publicly available high-resolution
spatial data will reduce aggregation error in spatial models. Geographic information systems
will become the mainstream data organization of urban models. Spatial disaggregation of land
use and transport network data in raster GIS will permit the linkage between land-use transport
models and dispersion (emission) air quality and noise propagation models. Multiple
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representation of spatial data in raster and vector GIS will combine the advantages of spatial
disaggregation (raster) and efficient network algorithms (vector).
Aggregate probabilistic approaches (e.g. entropy maximising) will be replaced by disaggregate
stochastic (microsimulation) approaches. Microsimulation was first used in social science
applications by Orcutt et al (1961), yet applications in a spatial context remained occasional
experiments without deeper impact, though covering a wide range of phenomena such as spatial
diffusion (Hägerstrand, 1968), urban development (Chapin and Weiss, 1968), transport
behaviour (Kreibich, 1979), demographic and household dynamics (Clarke et al., 1980; Clarke
1981; Clarke and Holm 1987) and housing choice (Kain and Apgar, 1985; Wegener, 1985).
Only recently microsimulation has found new interest because of its flexibility to model
processes that cannot be modelled in the aggregate (Clarke, 1996). Today there are several
microsimulation models of urban land use and transport under development (Hayashi and
Tomita 1989; Mackett 1985b; 1990a; 1990b; Landis, 1992; 1993; 1994; Landis and Zhang,
1998a; 1998b; Waddell, 1998a; 1998b; 1998c; 1998d; Wegener and Spiekermann, 1996;
Salomon et al., 1998).
A different approach emerged from the theory of cellular dynamics. Cellular automata (CA) are
objects associated with areal units or cells. CA follow simple stimulus-response rules to change
or not to change their state based on the state of adjacent or near-by cells. By adding random
noise to the rules, surprisingly complex patterns that closely resemble real cities can be
generated (White and Engelen, 1993; Batty and Xie, 1994; Batty, 1997). More complex
stimulus-response behaviour is given to CA models in multi-reactive agents models. Multi-
reactive agents are complex automata with the ability to control their interaction pattern; they
can change their environment but also their own behaviour, i.e. are able to learn (Ferrand,
1999). The distinction between the behaviour of multi-reactive agents and the choice behaviour
generated in microsimulation models is becoming smaller. Probably the most advanced area of
application of microsimulation in urban models is travel modelling.
Aggregate travel models are unable to reproduce the complex spatial behaviour of individuals
and to respond to sophisticated travel demand management measures. As a reaction,
disaggregate travel models aim at a one-to-one reproduction of spatial behaviour by which
individuals choose between mobility options in their pursuit of activities during a day
(Axhausen and Gärling, 1992; Ben Akiva et al., 1996). Activity-based travel models start from
interdependent 'activity programmes' of household members of a 'synthetic population'
(Beckman et al., 1995) and translate these into home-based 'tours' consisting of one or more
trips. This way interdependencies between the mobility behaviour of household members and
between the trips of a tour can be modelled as well as intermodal trips that cannot be handled in
aggregate multimodal travel models. Activity-based travel models do not model peak-hour or
all-day travel but disaggregate travel behaviour by time of day, which permits the modelling of
choice of departure time. There are also disaggregate traffic assignment models based on
queueing or CA approaches, e.g. in the TRANSIMS project (Barrett et al., 1995; 1999; Nagel et
al., 1999), which reproduce the movement of vehicles in the road network with a level of detail
not known before.
There are presently several urban land-use transport models based on microsimulation under
development in different parts of the world, but it will take some time until the first of them will
be operational.
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3. National Differences/Local Adaptations
3.1 Transport planning and land-use interaction
In most EU countries regional planning is institutionalised and includes binding regional plans.
Most policies relating to planning and investment, while necessary, are not adequate by
themselves to reduce the need for travel and to reach sustainable transport. Their successful
implementation is only possible if additional pricing and regulatory policies create the necessary
frameworks. It can be concluded that all policies are important and they can be used in
combination to lead to successful implementation.
The realisation of the policies can be restricted or prevented by different types of barriers,
including resource barriers, social/political, legal and institutional barriers, as well as side
effects. Transferability becomes more difficult if policies are implemented in combination with
other policies. In general, policies can be transferred between countries of the same category.

Categories are defined as:

- A: countries with institutionalised regional planning with binding regional plans or other
forms of binding effects,

- B: countries with institutionalised regional planning without binding effects, and

- C: countries without regional planning and/or regional plans, with co-ordination just on
the local level.

In addition, policies which have been successfully implemented in a country of category C can
also be implemented in countries of category B and A. Altogether, most policies are
transferable, with category A showing the highest degree of success related to the aspect of
institutional regional planning. Policies that depend on institutional forms of co-ordination at a
regional level cannot be transferred to countries of category C. However, even if the
institutional, political, legal and social framework of different countries is similar, the
implementation of a certain policy, which has successfully been implemented in one country,
does not guarantee a successful implementation in another country. Nevertheless, the most
important issue for the transferability of policies is to analyse the institutional, legal and social
framework for the implementation of a policy timely enough either to adjust the policies to the
given framework or to adjust the framework to enable implementation of the designed policy.
The institutional possibilities for co-ordinating land-use and transport policies at the urban or
regional level vary between EU Member States. Ten countries have formal regional planning
with binding plans, and these have the highest potential for implementing effective policies and
exchanging examples of good practice. For a detailed comparison of different EU national
planning systems see the Deliverable 2d of TRANSLAD, p31.
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3.2 Examples of national differences in transport planning and
land-use interaction

The following sections will present a review of practices in urban planning in the fields of land-
use or land-use-transport interaction in several European countries (for more details see
TRANSLAND, Deliverable 2d: TRANSLAND Structured Overview and Deliverable 2b:
Integration of Transport and Land Use Policies: State of the Art).

Austria
The interdependence between regional development and transport policies was first recognised
in Austria in January 1992 by the publication of the General Concept of Transport, one year
after the publication of the Regional Policy Concept. Planning activities (urban areas,
conservation of natural areas etc.) are usually the responsibility of the provinces (Bundesländer),
except in certain cases where they may, for example, depend on the federal government (in
sectors which are the direct responsibility of the ministries). The Austrian Congress on Regional
Policy (OROK) is organising the co-operation between regional authorities.

Denmark
With the exception of the capital and its region - whose administrative organisation has been in
place for almost a century -, the present Danish system of government and planning was set up
in 1970. It is based on a three-tier institutional hierarchy (national, regional, and local) where
decisions concerning land-use are largely decentralised, but where infrastructure planning is
guided by central government. National sectoral plans are thus translated into local terms at the
two "lower" levels, accompanied each time by plans of a more global nature to ensure that the
allocation of space is coherent.

Finland
The New Building Act, established in 1959 (and updates a 1931 text) governs building, and
more generally, land-use. It translates into two types of general plan - regional and municipal
master plan -, and three types of detailed municipal plan - organisation of the town, building,
and coastal areas. The Road Act, established in 1954 governs the road-building. The two Acts
are now being updated, and improvements in the co-ordination between transport and planning
is one of the principal aims of this revision. The Act voted in 1994 on the evaluation of
environmental impact, an Act which has enabled Finland to comply with the recent Brussels
recommendations is the most important legislation linking transport and regional planning.

France
The transport planning co-ordination began in 1967 with the passing of the Land Orientation
Act. This Act introduced a double planning system (both in town planning and in transport),
which was both temporal and spatial. The real turning-point came in 1982 with the passing of
the Act on the Orientation of Domestic Transport (LOTI) which demanded a right to transport
for citizens and instituted urban mobility plans (PDU) which sought to organise mobility within
urban areas under the responsibility of intercommunal authorities.
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Germany
Germany represents an example of an indicative approach to co-ordinating and integrating
transport and land-use planning. This has its reason in the German legal system based on a
strong written constitution, which very clearly specifies the powers of different levels of
government resulting in a federal administrative approach. The central state shares much of its
powers with the states (Länder), which have their own constitutions and representatives taking
part in national decision making. This is, in broad terms, the legal and institutional framework
in which the different forms of vertical and horizontal co-ordination between transport and land-
use planning are embedded (Schmidt-Eichstädt, 1995; Kauch and Roer, 1997; Federal Ministry
or Regional Planning, Building and Urban Development, 1993).

Italy
The development of national infrastructures and individual transport with no real concern for
planning started in the 1950s. A policy of development poles, in which transport did not appear
as a strategic sector, was developed in the 1960s. The need for regional planning and
recognition of the Regions as players in their own right emerged in the 1970s. However, no
particular attention paid to the relationship between transport and planning. The new planning
instruments intended above all to make sectoral projects in the same region coherent ("Piani
d'area, "Progetti Operativi") were formalised in the 1980s. Attention at the time was
increasingly focused on the metropolitan level. Experiments in strategic planning were launched
(the Milan underground) and the importance of co-operation between the various institutional
and sectoral players was recognised and led to the formalisation of co-ordination procedures
("Protocollo d'accordo" in integrated projects). Finally, the districts ("Provincia") became
responsible for the urban planning and transport, and procedures were set up to organise co-
operation between all parties ("Accordi di programa", etc.) in the 1990s.

The Netherlands
The current policy of spatial development in the Netherlands, as laid down in the Amended
Fourth Memorandum on Spatial Planning (VINEX) and the Second National Transport
Structure Plan (SVV-II), emphasises the intention to keep commuting distances as short as
possible. The national government strongly controls the development of urban and rural regions.
By the help of regulatory and financial supportive instruments it can impose policy concepts
such as the compact city, ABC location policy or VINEX dwellings policy (Verroen and
Hilbers, 1999).
The VINEX housing location policy has received general support and is reflected in a large
number of urbanisation and infrastructure plans for the coming ten years. Horizontal and
vertical material co-ordination takes place through the concentrated funding of housing projects.
The VINEX housing location policy is a successful attempt to combine land-use and transport
planning to reduce the need for travel by dense building structures, mixed land-use, and
concentrated development around public transport nodes. Formal co-ordination between
different administrative levels and between private and public actors is a substantial part of the
policy.
The ABC policy -although initially a promising approach to promote a shift from car to public
transport by better co-ordination of transport and land-use planning of, in particular,
employment locations- has now been abandoned.
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United Kingdom
A recent development in transport planning has been the White Paper 'A New Deal for
Transport' (1998). Similar to Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) issued by the Department of
Environment, Transport and the Regions, the White Paper advocates the integration of transport
and land-use planning and has set out a need for local authorities to deliver local transport plans
that should include their proposals for delivering integrated transport over a five-year period
(Mackie, 1998; Guy and Marvin, 1998). The new Regional Development Agencies (RDA) have
integrated the actions of government departments whose activities impinge most directly upon
cities, and one of their primary responsibility is to take control of programmes and budgets of a
range of public agencies such as the government regeneration program.
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4. Examples and Study Sites
4.1 Examples of land-use-transportation models
In the area of urban land-use transport models there exists a broad spectrum of operational
models for forecasting the spatial impacts of urban or regional transport policies. However,
most of them contain some sort of conventional intraregional transport model. Their suitability
for modelling impacts of intermodality and interoperability cannot be better than that of their
embedded transport models, which, as noted above, generally do not represent IMO effects very
well. Few of the operational urban land-use transport models in use today take account of
intermodal linkages, and most of them do not contain an urban freight transport model. Two
notable exceptions are MEPLAN and TRANUS. The MEPLAN model is presented, as an
example, in the following paragraphs in detail.

MEPLAN
MEPLAN is a multi-purpose software package developed by Marcial Echenique & Partners Ltd
in 1984 on the basis of experience since the late 1960's in research and consultancy in land-use
and transport planning. The MEPLAN software provides a powerful analytical tool. It can be
used to forecast the effects of a change in transport on land-use or development potential—and
vice versa. It can also be used to evaluate alternative development strategies and incorporates an
economic evaluation module, which allows the costs and benefits of different investment
decisions to be quantified.

MEPLAN is based upon three key assumptions:

• Transport is a derived demand resulting from economic interactions between activities; for
example, the transport of goods, services, and labour from places of production to places of
consumption.

• Transport is an influence on the location of activities over time. Hence, transport changes
make places more accessible to markets and sources of inputs increasing the demand for
products, services and labour produced in those places.

• Transport and land-use are treated as markets where the interaction between supply and
demand establishes the price of transport and land.

One of the cities where the Meplan model was implemented was Helsinki
(http://www.uudenmaanliitto.fi/pssden/). The study area was divided into 97 land-use zones.
The transport system included modes of travel for passengers, and goods vehicles for freight
based on network, which is more detailed in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area.
LASER is a specific application of MEPLAN software and was originally developed for the
UK Department of Transport in 1988. It has since been updated with 1991 Census and travel
survey information, and has been used in a number of major planning studies for both the public
and private sectors. It is a model for the analysis of economic activities, land-use and transport
in London and the South East Region.
MEMOTO is also based on MEPLAN software and predicts the evolution of transport and
land-use patterns in five-year steps through to 2010. It is a valuable tool for assessing alternative
planning policies for one of the most densely populated areas of the world. It is an integrated
land-use and transport model of Tokyo and the surrounding Kanto region.
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SPARTACUS (System for Planning and Research in Towns and Cities for Urban
Sustainability) is a strategic urban planning system based on MEPLAN combined with a set of
urban sustainability indicators, the GIS based Raster method to calculate values for some of the
indicators, the MEPLUS database and presentation module as well as the decision support tool
(USE-IT). The USE-IT module is used for evaluating the results of policy options based on
weighted indicator values representing social, environmental and economic effects of the
policies. The SPARTACUS system has been used for assessing options for urban sustainability
policies in a systematic way in three cities, Helsinki, Bilbao and Naples. Almost 70 policy
elements and their combinations have been analysed. The policy elements represent different
pricing, regulatory as well as land-use, transport planning and investment measures. Based on
the results, policies have been defined comprising several promising policy elements.
Combinations of the above policies have also been defined and analysed. The results show that
the level of sustainability can be increased in the test cities in a cost-effective way by using a
variety of policies, especially pricing and regulatory policies and their combinations. Negative
side effects of individual policies can be mitigated by combining policies and innovative policy
combinations can be found.
MEPLUS is a GIS-based policy analysis tool designed primarily to manipulate and process the
very large volume of model outputs produced within the SPARTACUS system. The MEPLUS
module stores these outputs in a structured database, which is integrated with a set of
procedures for analysing and displaying policy test results.
The USE-IT module is a Microsoft Visual Basic application and uses a Microsoft Access type
database. It works also independently, without the other components of the SPARTACUS
system. The indicator data can be loaded either from an external database or input manually.
After loading the data, USE-IT works as an independent system. The USE-IT module is a
decision-support software for evaluating policies, and alternatives in general, designed in the
SPARTACUS project. Besides the general decision support methods, direct weighting and the
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) pair-wise comparing system, it has several features which
help standardised testing of a wide variety of alternatives. The most important of these features
is the predefinition of the common indicators used in the SPARTACUS project. The USE-IT
module has a partial theoretical background in a decision support program called HIPRE 3+
(Helsinki University of Technology, System Analysis Laboratory). HIPRE 3+ integrates two
decision analysis techniques: the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the Simple
Multiattribute Rating Technique (SMART).
In the SPARTACUS system, the MEPLAN and Raster module results are loaded into USE-IT
via MEPLUS. The indicators of justice and the consumption of construction materials are
calculated in USE-IT from the data provided by MEPLUS, MEPLAN and Raster.

4.2 Comparison of land-use transport models
Seventeen models were selected for the comparison. The selection does not imply a judgement
on the quality of the models, but was based on the availability of information. These are the
seventeen models:
BOYCE: the combined models of location and travel choice developed by Boyce (Boyce et al.
1983; 1985; Boyce 1986; Boyce et al. 1992).
CUFM: the California Urban Futures Model developed at the University of California at
Berkeley (Landis 1992; 1993; 1994; Landis and Zhang, 1998a; 1998b).
DELTA: the new land-use modelling package DELTA by David  Simmonds Consultancy,
Cambridge, UK linked with the START transport model developed by MVA Consultants and
the Institute of Transport Studies (ITS) of the University of Leeds (Simmonds and Still, 1998;
Simmonds, 1999).
HUDS: the Harvard Urban Development Simulation developed by Kain and Apgar (1985).
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IMREL: the Integrated Model of Residential and Employment Location by Anderstig and
Mattsson (1991; 1998).
IRPUD: the model of the Dortmund region developed by Wegener (1982a; 1982b; 1985;
1986a; Wegener et al. 1991; Wegener, 1996; 1998b).
ITLUP: the Integrated Transportation and Land Use Package developed by Putman (1983;
1991; 1998).
KIM: the non-linear version of the urban equilibrium model developed by Kim (1989) and Rho
and Kim (1989).
LILT: the Leeds Integrated Land-Use/Transport model developed by Mackett (1983; 1990c;
1991a; 1991b).
MEPLAN: the integrated modelling package developed by Marcial Echenique & Partners
(Echenique et al., 1969; Echenique and Williams, 1980; Echenique, 1985; Echenique et al.,
1990; Hunt and Echenique, 1993; Hunt and Simmonds, 1993, Echenique, 1994; Williams 1994;
Hunt 1994).
METROSIM: the microeconomic land-use and transport model developed by Anas (Anas and
Moses, 1978; Anas, 1982; Anas and Brown, 1985; Anas and Duann, 1986; Anas et al., 1987;
Anas, 1992; Anas and Arnott, 1993; 1994; Anas, 1994; 1995; 1998).
MUSSA: the '5-Stage Land-Use Transport Model' developed by Martinez for Santiago de Chile
(1991; 1992a; 1992b; Martinez and Donoso, 1995; Martinez, 1996; 1997a; 1997b).
POLIS: the Projective Optimization Land Use Information System developed by Prastacos for
the Association of Bay Area Governments (Prastacos, 1986; Caindec and Prastacos, 1995).
RURBAN: the Random-Utility URBAN model developed by Miyamoto (Miyamoto et al.,
1986; Miyamoto and Kitazume, 1989; Miyamoto and Udomsri, 1996).
STASA: the master equation based integrated transport and urban/regional model developed by
Haag (Haag 1990). The STASA model is used in the SILUS case study of the EU EUROSIL
project.
TRANUS: the transport and land-use model developed by de la Barra (de la Barra, 1982; de la
Barra et al. 1984; de la Barra 1989; 1998).
URBANSIM: the new microeconomic model of location choice of households and firms by
Waddell (1998a; 1998b; 1998c; 1998d; Waddel et al., 1998).
Table 11 shows the urban subsystems that can be modelled with each above-mentioned model.
Table 12 shows the land-use policies that can be studied with these land-use transport models
and Table 13 shows the transport policies that can be studied with these land-use transport
models.
These seventeen models are compared using as criteria comprehensiveness, overall structure,
theoretical foundations, modelling techniques, dynamics, data requirements, calibration and
validation, operationability  and applicability. All seventeen models are comprehensive in the
sense that they address at least two of the eight subsystems identified above. With respect to
overall model structure, two groups can be distinguished. One group of models searches for a
unifying principle for modelling and linking all subsystems; the others see the city as a
hierarchical system of interconnected but structurally autonomous subsystems; The resulting
model structure is either tightly integrated, 'all of one kind', or consists of loosely coupled
submodels, each of which has its own independent internal structure. The former type of model
is called 'unified', the latter 'composite' (Wegener et al. 1986). There are significant differences
between the theoretical foundations of the models. Eight models (HUDS, IMREL, KIM,
MEPLAN, METROSIM, MUSSA, RURBAN and TRANUS) represent the land (or floorspace
or housing) market with endogenous prices and market clearing in each period; three (DELTA,
IRPUD, URBANSIM) have endogenous land and housing prices with delayed price adjustment.
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In terms of modelling techniques, in all seventeen models, the urban region is represented as a
set of discrete subareas or zones. Time is typically subdivided into discrete periods of one to
five years. This classifies all models except IMREL (which is static) as recursive simulation
models. All but one of the seventeen models are recursive simulation models. Recursive
simulation models are called quasi-dynamic because, although they model the development of a
city over time, within one simulation period they are in fact cross-sectional. The models of
today are more parsimonious, i.e. can do with less data than previous models. Examples
illustrating this are the techniques to generate regional input-output matrices from national
input-output matrices and regional totals through biproportional scaling methods; or techniques
to create artificial microdata as samples from multivariate aggregate data.
All seventeen models of the sample have been (or could have been) calibrated using observed
data, using readily available computer programs and following well-established methods and
standards. Calibration of cross-sectional models, as it is practised today, provides the illusion of
precision but does little to establish the credibility of models designed to look into the far future.
There has been almost no progress in the methodology required to calibrate dynamic or quasi-
dynamic models. In the face of this dilemma, the insistence of some modellers on 'estimating'
every model equation appears almost an obsession. It would probably be more effective to
concentrate instead on model validation, i.e. the comparison of model results with observed data
over a longer period. In the future, the only real test of a model's performance should be its
ability to forecast the essential dynamics of the modelled system over a past period at least as
long as the forecasting period. There are only four models in the sample following this
philosophy, IRPUD, STASA, MEPLAN and URBANSIM. IRPUD and MEPLAN are partly
calibrated not by statistical estimation, but by manual fine-tuning in a long, interactive process.
STASA use flow data and stock data to estimate the key-parameters of the model.
All the models in the sample are operational in the sense that they have been applied to real
cities. However, only few models are on their way to become standard software for a wider
market. Among these, TRANUS stands out as a particularly advanced and well documented
software with an attractive user interface in Spanish or English.

Conclusions
Today there are many urban modelling projects in Europe underway. The MEPLAN model is
applied in more and more cities all over the world. The European Commission has funded a
number of important studies employing land use-transport models. There are some twenty urban
regions in Europe where, mostly funded by the European Commission, integrated land use-
transport models are now being applied. Another project is EUNET, which applies land use-
transport modelling on a regional scale to Europe, including future extensions of the European
Union. There are several TRANUS applications, among them the study of the Swiss Metro, a
high-speed vacuum-tube underground railway proposed to cross the whole of Switzerland,
which is considered one single metropolitan area. There is the DELTA/START land-use
transport model by David Simmonds and Martin and Voorhees Associates (Simmonds, 1995),
which is applied to an increasing number of metropolitan areas. There is the SPARTACUS
project which applied MEPLAN to three urban areas, Helsinki, Bilbao and Naples and connects
the model with spatially disaggregate environmental submodels (see Section 6). Moreover, the
European Commission is launching its 5th Framework Programme of Research and Technology
Development for the years 1999-2002, which is expected to include a number of substantial
projects devoted to sustainable urban and regional systems.
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Table 11: Urban subsystems represented in land-use transport models (source: TRANSLAND,
Deliverable 2a)
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Table 12: Land-use policies that can be studied with land-use transport models (source: TRANSLAND,
Deliverable 2a)
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Table 13: Transport policies that can be studied with land-use transport models (source: TRANSLAND,
Deliverable 2a)
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4.3 Examples of Study Sites
A number of case studies were investigated under the TRANSLAND project (for more details
see Deliverable 2d). There were distinguished into two categories: the in-depth and not in-depth
studies.
In the first category the effects of the ABC policy (in the Netherlands) were studied as well as
the Canton de Vaud and Rèpublique et Canton de Gèneve land-use and transport planning
policies; the cycling policy in the city of Gävle; the regional plan in Madrid; the redevelopment
of the old Munich airport region (Messerstadt Riem); the planning of the Rennes urban area; the
new Master Plan and Integrated Mobility Plan in Rome; the policies for changing the modal
share in Strasbourg; the new planning needs of Toulouse and the VINEX policy in the
Netherlands.
In the second category the effects of the planning action in Bilbao were studied; the policies to
tackle the surging car traffic in Bologna; the car-free housing development in Camden in UK;
the Finger Plan in Copenhagen; the “Moving Forward” project in Edinburgh, UK; the Euralille
project which aimed to develop the Lille Metropolis; the policies to increase public transport
efficiency in Groningen, the Netherlands; the Metrolink project in Manchester, UK; the global
plan in Nantes to improve transit conditions, the extension of the city of Dorchester, UK to
Poundbury; the Saale Park in eastern Germany and the re-development of an old military area in
Tunbingen, Germany.
As an example the case study of Strasbourg will be presented in the following section.

Case-study: Strasbourg
To achieve a projected modal share of 25% two-wheels, 25% public transport, and 50% private
vehicles, the City of Strasbourg implemented a set of policies calling for hypercentre traffic ban,
pedestrian area extension, cycle-ways extension, public transport re-organisation, and parking
policy modification. The plan has been accompanied by a strong political support.
A common technical pilot committee was formed and was in charge with the Urban Mobility
Master Plan and the Metropolitan Roadways Plan using the same tools and work hypotheses.
Citizens were also consulted as to which new traffic measures should be adopted.
The results showed that the use of public transport has increased with negative repercussions on
walking and cycling. Furthermore, the car modal share has raised (slightly in the downtown
area, significantly in the urban area as a whole). The tram service has brought about the
renovation of the facade of 29% of the buildings located alongside the routes while the share
raised at 40% in the downtown area. Park & ride facilities have been developed. Private
dwelling rents raised at a faster rate in fringe areas well served by public transportation than in
central areas. Downtown traffic has shown 17% reduction as compared to a 2-3% reduction
over the past years. However, motorway traffic has increased in the whole urban area. In
conclusion, the policy has been successful downtown, while the urban area has a whole has not
benefit from it as it has experienced an increase of private modal share.
A general lack of coordination has been reported. Furthermore, uncontrolled and car-driven
urban sprawls still exist.
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Case-study 2: Madrid
Specifics of the case:  Planning practice in metropolitan Madrid moved away from top-down,
centralised, and directive planning to a more negotiated and horizontal approach.  The
achievement came in the form of the strategy “Madrid Region Metropolitana” based on 3
principles: “integrated”, that mean forming a coherent unit of the new territory of the region of
Madrid, “equitable”, that meant balancing the longstanding imbalance between the rich north
and west with the poor south and east; “efficient” that meant supporting the proper working of
the region’s economy.
Lessons to be learnt:  A larger approach is needed to cope with the planning stakes.  Planning
has to be done not only at the level of a basic administrative unit (municipalities in Spain) or a
few number of them but at the level of the urban area which could be at least the contiguous
built-up area but probably a largest functional one which could be defined by the commuting
daily trips.  Interest of a policy whose aims are to improve housing quality of life in the same
time in a social focus and a transport objective.  A well-organised land use without wasted land
is a way to improve the attractiveness of the urban area and by consequences to develop a more
compact city and to limit the housing behaviour turned toward the outer suburbs.
Comments about transferability:  Conditions for success includes a high level of investments,
the creation of a good network and a strong action of communication towards companies and
inhabitants.  Interest for developing planning at a large scale.

Conclusions – Lessons learned from the study sites

A) Public – Private co-operation and partnerships
- Partnerships offer a variety of advantages (Messestadt Riem)

- Local public and private parties should be prime actors in land use and transport planning
(ABC Policy)

- Project financial responsibility should be borne by all partners (Euralille)

- Join actions must start at the very beginning of the planning process (Toulouse)

- Users must always be the prime target of a plan (Tubingen)

B) Citizen participation
- Citizens associations are a good mean of public participation (Madrid)

C) Large-scale developments
- Preliminary studies can help project development (Euralille)

- Local authorities and professionals should work in team (Poundbury)

- New developments’ early inhabitants should immediately enjoy the benefits (Messestadt
Riem)

- It is possible to plan sustainable large districts (Messestadt Riem)

- Public transport companies should be involved in developing housing policies (VINEX)

D) Mixed-use developments
- Citizens participation is pivotal for creating mixed-use areas (Tubingen)

- Shopping malls can pose a threat to businesses location in mixed-use areas (Saalepark)
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E) Location policies
- Location policies succeed in regulating public and private investments (ABC Policy)

- Location policies need to be part of a balanced policy package (ABC Policy)

F) Non-motorised modes
- Cycling works both in high and low density areas (Galve)

- Non-motorised modes grow in attractive environments (Edinburgh)

- Car-free life style’s appeal is sometimes overrated (Messestadt Riem)

- Information campaigns can overcome conflicts between transport modes (Galve)

- Enforcing “car-free living” is problematic (Edinburgh)

G) Land-use and transport integration
- Refrain from creating new planning bodies (ABC Policy)

- Consistency between land use and transport development just be thoroughly controlled
(Toulouse)

- Lack of integration leads to lack of mobility (Saalepark)

- Strict top-down planning organization impedes good co-ordination (Madrid)

- Transport sustainability in semi-rural areas is not easy (Poundbury)

- Poor integration grows in absence of building regulation (Saalepark)

H) Light-rail development
- Information is crucial during project development (Manchester)

- Considerable thought must be placed on operation phase of a light rail scheme
(Manchester)

(TRANSRAND, report 2d)
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5. Recommendations for further reading
5.1 Recommendations
'Best practices' are 'good practices' when they have worked successfully in a wide range of
situations and have been shown to produce results satisfying integration and sustainability
objectives. An important dimension to best practice is that it should be transferable to other
cities and countries, with differing geographic and institutional backgrounds. Therefore,
sustainability is mainly seen as the promotion of environmentally friendly modes, and their
accessibility for different social groups, while reducing dependence on the private car.
It is possible to learn from the case studies and the wider travel reduction context, and suggest a
few principles or pointers, which may be used to summarise the messages of travel reduction
emerging from the Good Practice Guide (results from the DANTE project):

‘Good practices’

• Use a package of several complementary travel reduction measures;

• In particular, combine restraint of the car with promotion of the alternatives;

• Start with low expectations - for example start with small, practical measures which have a
high probability of demonstrable success;

• However, do not neglect land-use planning measures, which may allow travel reduction to
be ‘built in’ to communities without the need for ongoing pro-active travel reduction
policies;

• Anticipate any potential barriers to implementation in order to avoid negative results;

• Get the public involved, and build on any local initiatives which are in line with travel
reduction policies;

• Use public awareness messages to encourage people to want to change travel behaviour, as
well as informing them of the available alternatives;

• Authorities (as employers and individuals) are in a good position to lead by example;

• Take the initiative by giving people the opportunities to work in different ways, providing
facilities, bicycles etc;

• Where possible, demonstrate direct benefits to those changing behaviour.
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‘Bad practices’

• Avoid implementation of policies elsewhere which tend to increase travel, for example:

- Promoting the efficiency of the traffic system without considering travel-encouraging
consequences;

- Creation of out-of-town centres which encourage longer, car-based trips;

- Regulations which require minimum parking provision or forbid mixed use development;

• Avoid any changes which encourage or require short term increases in mobility by car
(which may become habit-forming);

• Avoid appearing to be too hostile to the car user, as this may in turn receive a hostile public
reaction.  Rather, emphasise positive aspects - car users are also sometimes pedestrians;

• When promoting alternatives to the car, avoid promoting poor quality alternatives;

• Avoid introducing public transport too late into newly developed residential areas, as people
are likely to have chosen to use the car.  By then, it will be very difficult to change that
habit;

• Wherever possible, avoid uncertainty when introducing restrictive measures such as area
access control, as these may get a negative reaction from shopkeepers and businesses.

5.2 Further work
Given the objectives of the research agenda, some criteria were formulated, which were used as
a reference for generating and selecting research suggestions. These criteria can be described as
follows:

• Lack of understanding

• Need for resolving (strategic and operational policy relevance, political actuality)

• Rationale for EC involvement

• Research investment effectiveness
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The following research areas and themes were identified in the research agenda (see Table 11).

Subjects Research themes

1. Understanding the system
(describing, explaining and
modelling relationships)

• Driving forces in location choice behaviour;

• Short and long term dynamics in the Land-Use Transport
system;

• Innovations in land-use transport interaction modelling.

2. Strategic issues related to
goal setting, strategy
development and planning

• The future spatial organisation of our cities;

• External relationships of cities;

• Harmonisation issues in sustainable land-use and transport;

• Financial intervention mechanism.

3. Planning process redesign • New governance mechanisms enabling integration of land-
use and transport policies;

• Public private partnerships;

• Developing integrated land-use transport policies with the use
of participatory approaches.

4. Concepts for planning and
organisation

• City logistics, freight transport and land-use patterns in urban
areas;

• Best practice assessment of integrative urban policies;

• Communication, and dissemination tools for integrated LUT-
planning;

• Integrated Regional Policy Development and Institutional
Frameworks.

5. Tactics for integrated land-
use and transport planning

• Impact of urban form and spatial organisation on transport
needs;

• New Transport Systems and their effects on urban travel and
land-use patterns.

Table 14: Areas of further research (source: TRANSLAND, Deliverable 4d, Final Report for publication)

5.3 Further Reading
From TRANSLAND:

• Land-use transport interaction: State-of-the-Art. Deliverable 2a of the project
TRANSLAND, Dortmund, November
1999.http://www.inro.tno.nl/transland/Deliverable%202a.pdf

• Integration of Transport and Land-use: State-of-the-Art. Deliverable 2b of the project
TRANSLAND, Dortmund, November 1999.
http://www.inro.tno.nl/transland/Deliverable%202b.pdf

• Transport and Land-use planning: structured overview. Deliverable 2d of the project
TRANSLAND, Dortmund, November 1999. http://www.inro.tno.nl/transland/d2d.pdf

http://www.inro.tno.nl/transland/Deliverable 2a.pdf
http://www.inro.tno.nl/transland/Deliverable 2b.pdf
http://www.inro.tno.nl/transland/d2d.pdf
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• Brochure on best practice (Best practice in integrated land-use and transport planning).
Deliverable 3 of the project TRANSLAND, Dortmund, November 1999.

• http://www.inro.tno.nl/transland/brochure.doc

• May, A.D., Still, B.G. (2000). The instruments of transport policy. ITS Working paper 545.
Institute for Transport Studies, University of Leeds, UK.

From PROSPECTS:

• Minken, H., Samstad, H. and Putz, K. (2001). Proposal for objectives and indicators in
urban land-use and transport planning for sustainability. TOI working report 1183/2001.
Institute for Transport Economics, Oslo, Norway. (PROSPECTS Task 11 Report).

• Matthews. B. (2001). A report on policy measures. PROSPECTS Task 13 Report.

• From DANTE:

• Deliverable 3. DANTE Good Practice Guide. “Encouraging Travel Alternative: a Guide to
Good Practice in Reducing Travel”.

General:

• The Common Transport Policy Action Programme 1995-2000.

http://www.inro.tno.nl/transland/brochure.doc
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6. Exercises
• Describe the re-framing of transport problems in terms of transport policies, modelling,

developer contributions, professional structures and technologies, how the transition can be
succeeded. Please give examples for each of the cases.

• Describe the “land-use transport feedback cycle”.

• Describe the effects of land-use policies on transport patterns based on the empirical results.

• Describe the effects of transport policies on  transport patterns based on the empirical
results.

• Describe the land-use policies in terms of investment of services, planning, regulation,
pricing, information and informal policies giving examples where appropriate.

• Describe the land-use policies in terms of investment of services, planning, regulation,
pricing, information and informal policies giving examples where appropriate.

• Compare the different categories of transport models according to the speed the urban
system that they represent changes.

• Compare the different land-use and transport practices applied to EU countries giving
examples where appropriate.

• Write a critical essay about the different EU policies
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8. Glossary
Best practices: are “good practices” that have worked in a wide range of situations and have
been shown to produce results satisfying integration and sustainability objectives.
Goal: An expression of a desired future condition, state or outcome. Goals usually reflect broad
social ideals, aspirations or benefits associated with the use of specific natural resources or the
achievement of economic and/or social priorities (Guide to Writing Resource Objectives and
Strategies, 1999)
Indicators: are simply pieces of information that summarise or measure: i) the conditions,
qualities, interrelationships, or problems of a large or complex system, such as an ecosystem; or
ii) the movement towards or away from a desired goal over time, such as protecting wildlife or
improving schools. This definition is purposely very broad in order to reflect the tremendous
variety of things indicators can measure, as well as to reflect the fact that indicators often assess
whether one action influences another (i.e., a cause and effect relationship).
Indicators are generally quantitative (i.e., expressed numerically), such as a homeowner's water
bill, which measures the gallons of drinking water used each month. Qualitative indicators also
can be expressed in narrative terms (like the beauty of a natural setting or the abundance of the
population of a species, but they may be more difficult to interpret than quantitative indicators.
In addition to measuring current conditions, indicators can be "retrospective" - describing the
past conditions of a system or historic movements towards/away from a desired goal. They also
can be "predictive" - describing the future condition, qualities, or problems of a system, or the
future movement towards or away from a desired goal.
Integration of land-use and transport planning: indicates the material co-ordination that
includes the combination of land-use and transport policies in the policy types investment and
services, planning, regulation, pricing and information in horizontal and vertical direction.

Project: is typically defined as a set of tasks or activities that are carried out within a certain
period of time to achieve a predetermined result

Resource management guidelines: are similar to strategies and are used in some strategic land
use plans to describe the type and level of resource management practices/standards necessary
to achieve the management intent for a particular resource value.

Strategies: define “what” needs to be done to achieve an objective. Strategies are the specific
actions that need to be undertaken or conditions that need to be put in place for an objective to
be met. Strategies should be measurable and are typically written to correspond to a specific
objective.

Sustainability: is the promotion of environmentally friendly modes, and their accessibility for
different social groups, while reducing dependence on the private car.
Travel demand: is determined by individual needs to perform different activities on different
places.
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9. Land Use and Transport Planning – The
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